Introduction
The Shakespearean drama is the heritage of the whole world and its cross-cultural remaking has become a worldwide research topic. In China, Shakespeare has been the most popular foreign dramatist since 1919, and there are thousands of papers and books on Shakespearean research. On the whole, these researches mainly focus on the textual and translational analysis; only a few shed light on the remaking practice on stage. 
The History of Remaking Shakespearean Plays in China
The Chinese remaking of Shakespearean plays boasts a long history. Romeo and Juliet was premiered in Shanghai Hongkou theatre, which became a sensation as well.
Generally, there are two approaches to remake Shakespearean dramas in the form of Yue opera. One is "the Chinese Style", which means the English drama is adapted to the Chinese context and the details, such as names and places, are changed accordingly. The other is "the Western style", which means the Shakespearean drama retains its original color completely, only adopting the form of the Chinese traditional opera. Meanwhile, the Chinese performers wear the Western costumes and adhere to the western customs. Moreover, the Western scenery is transferred to the Chinese stage. Thus, the former style concentrates on retaining the traditional aestheticism of the Chinese traditional opera, while the later one focuses on representing the exotic flavor of the Shakespearean drama.
Recently, the application of the methodology of medio-translatology, which pays special attention to the cultural exchange, is widely supported. In his book Medio-translatology (1999), XIE Tian-zheng points out that the creative treason in remaking lies in the style and form rather than the content. Therefore, "the Western style", which is more faithful to the original Shakespearean drama, is supposed to be profound and lasting.
Strategies of Remaking Romeo and Juliet in Yue Opera
By comparing Romeo and Juliet with The Butterfly Lovers, the author discovers lots of similarities in themes, plots, etc.. Therefore, this paper explores strategies of remaking westernized Romeo and Juliet in the form of Yue opera creatively, keeping the Shakespearean flavor while adopting the Chinese form. During the remaking, the following four aspects should be paid special attention to: plot, characters, language, and culture.
Plot
Both Shakespearean plays and Chinese traditional operas share a free deployment in time and space, frequently applying dramatic techniques to indicate the shifts. For example, the exit and entry of characters on stage suggest time and space conversion in Shakespearean plays, while character movement on the stage in certain stylized formation tells the audience the arrival of the intended destination. These similarities make the Shakespearean plays less alien to the Chinese audience. However, the Shakespearean drama always lasts more than three hours, and since the procedures in Yue opera are complicated, it will certainly take more time to complete. Therefore, plots refining is very important. As to which content is deleted, it requires careful consideration in remaking. The essence should be retained and the round characters and climax should be highlighted while the flat characters and routines should be neglected. The five-scene Romeo and Juliet could be arranged like the Chinese traditional opera highlights ( ), and the impressive ending of flying butterflies in
The Butterfly Lovers could be added in the remaking when Romeo and Juliet died together for love. However, the Chinese audience may not catch the plot and structure at ease through these highlights. It is necessary to adopt the Western style to give informative descriptions and commentary during the performance.
Characters
The traditional characters in Yue opera are based on the traditional figures in feudal society, and are simply "good" or "bad", which are fixed from the beginning to the end. However, we appreciate complexity in the characters (for example, their struggle in making choices and fighting against the feudal bondage), a theme that touches our hearts, and something that resonates in Shakespearean plays. Deep exploration of the characters in Yue opera are critical means to shape the characters, and the synthesis of singing, reciting, and dancing in Yue opera will help to build the images as well.
Language
Shakespeare is a master of the English language and his plays are written in prose and verse. He often places verse in noble men and arranges prose for the uneducated servants. In Romeo and Juliet, there are plenty of poetic lines; some are rhymed verses, and some are blank ones. Likewise, the language of Yue opera is like melody, full of seven-word sentences ( ) and ten-word sentences ( ). So the poetic Shakespearean language could be interwoven with the Yue opera language. Nevertheless, there are lots of puns, slang, and paronomasia in Shakespearean dramas that can not be replaced by adoptable Chinese expressions. And the humor in the Western context can not be appropriated in the Chinese context easily. So, it is a great challenge to the translation, which is supposed to be faithful to the original content and the "tone" (the spirit, the implication, the meter, the rhyme, etc.).
In addition, we should be aware of the differences in the expression of love: Westerners tend to be romantic and outward while Chinese are more conserved. Juliet fell in love with Romeo at first sight and asked her nurse to ask for his name, "If he be married, my grave is like to be my wedding bed" (Evans, 2010, p. 100) . Then, when she knew Romeo was a Montague, she cried, "My only love sprung from my only hate, too early seen unknown and known too late. Prodigious birth of love it is to me that I must love a loathed enemy" (Evans, 2010, p. 101) .
Differently, in The Butterfly Lovers, LIANG Shan-bo and ZHU Ying-tai lived and studied together for three years.
But LIANG Shan-bo did not realize ZHU Ying-tai was a female and ZHU Ying-tai only suggested her love by pointing to a couple of mapies (birds that symbolize love and happiness in China).
Culture
The Western theatre and the Chinese one all stem from the religious ceremony. However, due to the different cultural context, the Shakespearean drama is philosophical while Yue opera is expressive. Furthermore, 
Conclusion
The Shakespearean drama is the heritage of the whole world and is closely related to the life of the common people. Shakespeare's insight into the generality and individuality of the human beings transcends space and time.
In China, traditional operas are widely spread among people from all walks of life, which offer possibilities of the national remaking and popularization of the Shakespearean drama. By comparing the Shakespearean drama with the traditional Chinese opera, this thesis focuses on the remaking of Romeo and Juliet in the form of Yue opera, applying the methodology of medio-translatology. The remake adopts the western style while adding the Chinese touches, which broadens the research on both Western and Chinese theatre while promoting cross-cultural communication.
